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Abstract—Developers often try to find occurrences of a certain
term in a software system. Traditionally, a text search is limited
to static source code files. In this paper, we introduce a simple
approach, RuntimeSearch, where the given term is searched in
the values of all string expressions in a running program. When a
match is found, the program is paused and its runtime properties
can be explored with a traditional debugger. The feasibility and
usefulness of RuntimeSearch is demonstrated on a medium-sized
Java project.
Index Terms—program comprehension; dynamic analysis; debugger; text search; concept location

I. I NTRODUCTION
Currently, the programmers use the debugger available in
their IDE (integrated development environment) to execute
and step a program and inspect its state. On the other hand,
searching is typically performed on static source code, and it
does not utilize dynamic information.
A. Motivation
Suppose a developer needs to answer a common question
[1]: Where in the source code is the label displayed in the UI
(user interface) of a running program located?
Static source code search for the given term often does not
produce desired results, since only a portion of the strings
is located in the source code in a form of string constants.
Dynamically generated and localized strings, user input, data
obtained from other systems, and many other strings may not
present in the static source code of the application [2]. Instead,
the developer should ask: Which expression contains the given
string in its value at runtime?
A question like this could be possibly answered by writing custom scripts and queries in automated and scriptable
debuggers such as Coca [3], FrTime [4] or E XPOSITOR
[5]. However, we should take the reality of developers [6]
into account: The cost of learning to use a tool must be
lower than the expected benefit of its application. Ideally, the
developer should use a tool immediately or only after minimal
training. Even when using existing tools like a textual search,
developers prefer simple queries compared to complicated,
sophisticated ones [7].
Considering the developer already found the source code
location related to the UI element, she will probably want to
examine it from the dynamic viewpoint – inspect the concrete
values of variables at a specific moment, view the stack
frame, etc. Currently, searching and debugging are considered
separate actions accomplished with different tools. However,
according to multiple empirical studies, these two activities
are often interleaved. For example, based on the results of

a field study with professional developers, Damevski et al.
[7] argue there should be better integration between code
search, navigation and debugging. Wang et al. [8] studied
developers locating relevant parts of source code; two of three
search patterns the developers used encompassed running and
debugging the program.
After finding and inspecting an initial point of investigation,
developers often aim to find other occurrences relevant to
this point. For instance, they try to determine where the data
from a certain variable flow [9]. In theory, this is easy to
accomplish using approaches such as dynamic program slicing
[10]. In practice, the data can flow through multiple thirdparty systems and return back to the inspected application.
For example, a user input can be saved to a database, then
retrieved and displayed in another part of the application.
Classical program slicing approaches could fail to find such a
connection. Although cross-system slicing approaches emerge,
they suffer from performance issues [11] or are technologydependent [12].
B. Objective
With the mentioned considerations in mind, we designed
RuntimeSearch. It is a variation of a traditional textual search
in source code, but in this case, we are searching in the values
of expressions at runtime. A programmer enters a string which
she wants to locate. It can be, for instance, a UI label visible
in a running program for which she wants to find the source
code part displaying it; or a string which she hypothesizes is a
value of some unknown variable or expression. If the program
is not already running, it is launched. During the runtime, all
evaluated string expression values are being compared with the
searched term. When a match is found, the program execution
is paused and a traditional IDE debugger is opened. The
programmer can explore runtime properties of the program
like the call stack and current variable values. Then, she can
continue with debugging, running, or search some string again.
In essence, RuntimeSearch is an extension of a traditional
debugging process. In addition to standard debugging operations like Step In or Continue, a Find In Runtime action is
available. This runtime-search action provides a user interface
resembling a simple textual search dialog, which practically
all developers are familiar with. Therefore, the tool should
require almost no training.
A preliminary implementation is available and a case study
was performed to show the feasibility and usefulness of the
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technique. The source code of RuntimeSearch is available
online1 .
Put the program into some state

II. S EARCHING IN THE RUNTIME
First, we will describe RuntimeSearch from the user’s
(programmer’s) point of view. Next, we will look at its design
and implementation.

Start searching a string in runtime

A. User’s View
The interaction and user interface of RuntimeSearch was
modeled with two principles in mind:
1) To look similar to a traditional textual search in source
code whenever it is possible. Since code searching is a
familiar operation for practically every programmer, this
should make learning the tool easy.
2) To integrate the approach with the debugging infrastructure already present in IDEs and used by developers.
Each runtime searching begins by triggering the action
“Find in Runtime” in an IDE, which shows a query prompt,
where the developer enters the searched text. Subsequently,
the searching process is started in one of three ways:
• If no program is currently being debugged, a new instance
is launched.
• If a debugged program is paused, it is resumed.
• If a debugged program is running, it is left running.
The string is searched from the moment it was entered
into a prompt until a match is found. When this happens,
the program is immediately paused using a programmatically
invoked breakpoint. This causes the IDE to highlight the
currently executed line and show current variable values. Furthermore, all debugging features of the given IDE are available
– including the stack frames view, expression evaluation,
advanced object state inspections, etc.
When the programmer considers the current search result
irrelevant or wants to find the next occurrence, she triggers the
action “Find Next in Runtime”. In case she wants to change
the search string, she chooses the action “Find in Runtime”.
The process continues as already described.
If the developer does not want to search a string anymore,
she can continue debugging with traditional operations like
Step In and Step Over or resume the program. At any moment,
it is possible to search the string in the runtime if desirable.
One of many possible examples of the developer’s interaction with RuntimeSearch is displayed in Fig. 1. However, the
process is not prescriptive and can be adapted to developer’s
specific needs. In section III, we will describe multiple usage
scenarios.
B. Principle
We look at a running program as a series of expression
evaluations. Consider the following Java source code excerpt:
String var = "text";
var = var.toUpperCase();
1 https://github.com/sulir/runtimesearch

Interact with the program

A match is found, the program is paused

Inspect the state and call stack, step the program,...

need next occurrence
relevant code found

Continue debugging, terminate the program...

Fig. 1. A possible example of RuntimeSeach utilization.

It produces the following expression values, in the given
order: “text” (a string constant), “text” (the value of the
variable var read on the second line), and “TEXT” (the return
value of the method toUpperCase).
The program is instrumented, so the result of every string
expression is captured and compared to the searched text.
Currently, only expressions of type String are captured –
it makes the most sense to compare the searched text only to
strings. However, the approach is not limited to this behavior
and in the future, we could convert all objects to their string
representations using a toString-like method.
Namely, we capture the following String expressions:
constants, local variables, member variables, constructor calls,
and method calls returning values.
In our early implementation, the evaluated strings are
matched against the query using a simple string containment:
if the evaluated string contains the searched text, a match is
found. Again, this is not an inherent limitation of the approach.
It can be easily extended with standard text-search options
like “match case”, “whole words only”, regular expression
matching, or advanced features like approximate (fuzzy) string
matching.
C. Implementation Details
Our RuntimeSearch implementation consists of a Java agent
(a piece of instrumentation code which can be attached to any

Java program) and a plugin for the IntelliJ IDEA IDE.
The agent is configurable through an argument – a pattern
specifying what packages or classes should be instrumented.
This way, it is possible to specify, e.g., whether to include
only application or also system classes.
Instrumentation is performed at the bytecode level. In stackbased virtual machines like the Java Virtual Machine, each expression evaluation is represented by an instruction pushing a
value on the operand stack, which can be used with advantage.
The IDE plugin is very lightweight and consists mainly of a
simple form and a module for communication with the agent.

This way, we find many precise locations in source code
relevant to package name retrieval and displaying. This includes reading a package list file, manipulation with an object
representing the given package, reading a version list file,
GUI code displaying the package name, and various helper
methods. After each step, we are free to explore the current
runtime properties of the program to improve our understanding, or step into a method of interest. For example, if
we are interested how the version file URL is determined,
we can step into the getConnection method while we are
in the method getRepositoryPackageVersions(String
packageName).

III. C ASE S TUDY
Now we will show how searching in the runtime can
be useful to perform navigation and debugging tasks. The
demonstration will be performed on Weka2 – an open source
Java machine learning software. It is a Swing GUI (graphical
user interface) application with approximately 350,000 lines of
code. A short video with parts of the case study is available
online3 .
A. Finding an Initial Point
One of the questions programmers ask during program
maintenance tasks is “Where in the code is the text in this
error message or UI element?” [1] Weka includes a package
manager which displays a list of additional packages. Suppose
we want to find the code which retrieves package names, such
as “AffectiveTweets”. Searching the static source code for the
term “AffectiveTweets” does not give any results, since this
string was generated at runtime.
Therefore, we run the application in a debug mode and wait
until the main window appears. Then we trigger the “Find in
Runtime” menu in the IDE, enter the query “AffectiveTweets”
and press Find. After choosing the menu “Package manager”
in Weka, the program automatically pauses and the IDE shows
us the currently executed line, containing the searched string
expression. We see the first runtime occurrence of the string
“AffectiveTweets”, i.e., its origin. Not only can we notice it
was read from a file input stream (it is obvious by reading
the source code), but thanks to the IDE showing a string
representation of the stream object at runtime, we also see
its path in the file system – the name of the “package list” file
from which the string “AffectiveTweets” was read.
B. Searching for Occurrences
After quickly finding the initial point of investigation, it is
up to us how to continue. We can explore the source code, find
static references, or debug the program. Another interesting
possibility is to search for all following runtime occurrences
of the string “AffectiveTweets”. This can be achieved by
repeatedly triggering the action “Find Next in Runtime” in
the IDE (e.g., using a shortcut) – each time, a new occurrence
is found.
2 https://sourceforge.net/projects/weka/
3 https://sulir.github.io/runtimesearch

C. The Fabricated Text Technique
Instead of just “passively” searching for a string which
the application itself displayed, we can utilize an interesting
technique: Enter a made-up string into a text field and search
for its runtime occurrences. This allows us to track the data
flow of the string across program layers: from presentation
through model to persistence.
For instance, we open the Weka Bayes Network Editor,
start searching for a fabricated string like “Node987” in
the runtime using RuntimeSearch, and create a new node
named “Node987” in the Bayes Net editor. The debugger
will immediately pause at the GUI code processing the node
name. By searching for next occurrences, we are being navigated through more or less specific node-processing and data
structure classes. After pressing the Save button in Weka
and continuing the search, we are navigated through methods
converting Bayes network nodes to XML representation and,
finally, to the file-saving method.
D. Non-GUI Strings
Until now, we were searching only for strings present in the
GUI in some way. However, RuntimeSearch is not limited to
such texts.
We created a simple layout in the Weka KnowledgeFlow
Environment, containing a DataGrid connected to a Database
Server, all with default settings. Weka KnowledgeFlow contains an option to save the layout file in the KFML format (an
XML dialect). We tried it, but it does not behave as expected –
after selecting this option, a file is saved as JSON (JavaScript
Object Notation) instead.
We view the content of the file in a text editor and choose
an excerpt, such as the string “flow name”. We search for
this excerpt in the runtime using RuntimeSearch (Fig. 2,
part 1). After triggering the Save action in Weka (part 2 of
Fig. 2), the program is automatically paused. We inspect the
call stack: three methods at the top are located in a class
starting with “JSON” (Fig. 2, label 3). This means during
the execution of these methods, the wrong output format
is already selected. Therefore, we click on the fourth item
(label 4 in the figure). Immediately, we see the cause of the
bug: The method saveFlow contains a hard-coded call to
JSONFlowUtils.writeFlow (see part 5 of Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. RuntimeSearch in action: The IDE plugin (1.), an action in Weka (2.),
IntelliJ IDEA debug window and source code view (3.–5.). See the main text
for full description.

This is a demonstration how RuntimeSearch facilitates
finding where in the project is the layout-saving code located,
while immediately providing a context for debugging (the call
stack inspection and subsequent root cause identification).
E. Hypothesis Confirmation
The strings searched so far were present either in the
GUI or in external resources like files. RuntimeSearch can
go even further. During debugging, developers often form
hypotheses about program behavior [13]. If the programmer
has a hypothesis about a presence of a certain string in a
specific member variable, she can utilize field watchpoints in
common IDEs. However, if she does not know which variable
is concerned, or even whether it is a variable and not only a
temporary expression, runtime searching is very convenient.
If we want to open the Weka package manager from the
main menu while there is no network connection available,
nothing visible happens – even no error message is displayed
in the GUI, which is certainly not user-friendly. We hypothesize Weka is trying to establish an HTTP connection to load
the package list, but it fails. We search for the string “http://”
using RuntimeSearch and click the Package Manager menu
item in Weka. The debugger pauses at the URL creation code.
We find out the first part of our hypothesis is confirmed: An
HTTP connection is created and tried to be opened. After
a few “Step Over” actions in the IDE, we see a thrown
UnknownHostException is caught, the stack trace is printed
to the standard error stream, but no GUI message window is
shown.
Similar hypotheses could be formed about SQL queries in
information systems, regular expressions in parsers, etc.
IV. P ERFORMANCE
As a form of a primitive benchmark, we measured the
execution time of all unit tests from the package “weka.core”

under three circumstances: without instrumentation, with instrumentation but without searching, and while searching for
a short string during the whole execution. The execution
was performed in debug mode, and system classes were not
instrumented. A mean of three measurements was computed
for each condition.
The difference between the plain and instrumented execution was negligible (14.653 vs. 14.908 s). Searching incurred
reasonable overhead (38%), the measured time was 20.223 s.
The most prominent slowdown was noticed during the “test
instantiation” phase, not included in the above times. During
the instrumented run, it lasted 8-9x more than in the plain one.
This can be attributed to high overhead of the class instrumentation process itself. Note that this slowdown predominantly
affects startup time, further interaction with the application is
swift. Furthermore, this is only an implementation issue, and
using an alternative instrumentation library should improve the
performance significantly.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Related work includes unconventional code search techniques, advanced or automated debuggers, and concept location approaches.
A. Searching
A tool by Michail [14] builds a database containing the
associations between messages shown in GUI widgets and
their callbacks (along with other related functions). Then a
programmer can search for a message, and associated functions are shown – or vice versa. In contrast to RuntimeSearch,
their approach is static and requires separate support for each
GUI framework. Furthermore, our tool is not limited to GUI
messages.
Holmes and Notkin [15] describe an approach when the
“find references” capability of an IDE is filtered using information from dynamic analysis – only methods executed in the
given scenario are returned. Compared to RuntimeSearch, they
do not capture nor search in the values of expressions.
S POTTER [16] is a framework for the creation of custom
search processors in the Pharo environment. Although such
search processors have access also to runtime data, and in
theory, a tool similar to RuntimeSearch could be built, no such
search processor was described in the article.
DynamiDoc [17] writes Javadoc documentation above methods, directly into source code files. It contains concrete examples of parameters, return values and state changes during
execution. It would be possible to use standard text search to
find the given value in the generated documentation.
B. Debugging
Automated debuggers like Coca [3] or a scriptable debugger
by Marceau et al. [4] perceive an executing program as a set of
events. They allow developers to write predicates describing
when the program should pause and scripts automatically
performing given actions. E XPOSITOR [5] adds time-traveling
capabilities to such scripts. Although these and similar systems

are more feature-rich than RuntimeSearch, we believe the
simplicity of our approach will allow developers to learn it
quickly, which should accelerate its possible industrial adoption. Instead of writing scripts and queries, RuntimeSearch
offers a familiar user interface of a text search dialog and
applies it to runtime.
Whyline [18] allows developers to ask Why and Why Not
questions about the observed program behavior. For example,
we can click on a drawn square and ask why it has a specific
color. The relevant piece of code is shown, along with a
sequence of steps how the color was computed. Compared
to RuntimeSearch, Whyline operates not only with strings but
also with graphical elements in a program. However, it has
multiple limitations. First, it is offline, i.e., trace-based, which
seriously limits its practical adoption because of a massive
amount of data collected [18]. Second, it substitutes, not complements the built-in IDE debugger which many developers
are already used to. Third, it uses identifier names to suggest
possible questions, so it relies heavily on good naming.
With object-centric debugging [19], we can place breakpoints on specific object instances at runtime. The breakpoints
are then triggered when this instance is manipulated in a
given way. For example, we could track a specific string
instance in a running program. However, to use object-centric
debugging, the program must be already paused and a specific
object instance must be manually selected. RuntimeSearch
automatically finds such an instance.
C. Concept Location
In general, concept location (or feature location) is the
process of finding where the given concept or feature is implemented in the source code [20]. Feature location approaches
take a high-level description of a feature as an input, and
they produce a list of code elements contributing to this
functionality. In this sense, RuntimeSearch is not a feature
location approach. On the other hand, one of the possible uses
of our tool is to locate UI terms in the values of expressions in
the source code. Therefore, we can consider RuntimeSearch
an auxiliary tool useful in the concept location process.
Chen and Rajlich [21] present feature location as a guided
search across the program’s abstract system dependence graph.
Starting from a selected program element, the developer
regulates the feature location process by choosing relevant
nodes, while the computer controls the traversal. Similar to
RuntimeSearch, the technique is interactive and alternates
the control between a user and a computer. However, it is
purely static and it does not utilize information from dynamic
analysis.
Bohnet and Döllner [22] describe a feature location approach where execution traces are collected and visualized in
a form of a call graph. Then, the developer inspects the call
graph and selects specific points of interest. In a subsequent
run, values of parameters or variables are collected at the specific points, and the graph and source code is annotated with
them. Compared to RuntimeSearch, their approach requires
two separate instrumented executions. In their method, only a

small, manually selected portion of variable values is collected.
Finally, their tool is not integrated with an IDE and its readyto-use debugging capabilities.
Some feature location approaches (e.g., SITIR [23]) combine dynamic analysis with information retrieval applied on
the source code – this relies on the programmers using proper
identifiers. In contrast to them, we utilize the values of string
variables and expressions at runtime.
A feature location approach by Anwikar et al. [24] utilizes
concrete variable values in the analysis, but only in a very
limited way. First, the approach uses partial evaluation, and no
real program execution is performed. Second, the approach is
limited to “function variables” in legacy software – variables
which determine the type of an action to be performed,
containing one of a predefined set of values.
FLAT3 [25] and I3 [26] are advanced user interfaces for
feature location. Instead of providing a custom GUI, RuntimeSearch tries to utilize existing IDE capabilities as much
as possible.
One of the open problems of dynamic feature location is the
selection of appropriate program inputs. Hayashi et al. [27]
propose a technique to guide the identification of unexplored
scenarios. Since our technique does not aim for a complete
feature-code mapping, only for temporary queries, scenario
selection is much less of a concern. A developer executes a
program according to a scenario (s)he is interested in, and the
results are specific to this execution.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented RuntimeSearch – a simple search
engine which, instead of searching in the static source code,
searches in the values of all string expressions of a running
program. It applies a well-known “find text” metaphor in the
runtime. Our tool integrates into the debugging infrastructure
of an IDE and extends its capabilities.
In a case study on a 350 kLOC open source system, we
have shown how it can be used to locate an initial investigation
point in the program by finding the location displayed in the
GUI. Next, we continued to find other occurrences of the
same string to find more (possibly) related pieces of code. Our
tool is helpful also during debugging, when the programmer
hypothesizes about the presence of a certain string in an
unknown variable.
The currently implemented version of RuntimeSearch is
very limited. The first future research area is an improvement
of the matching options, e.g. regular expression or fuzzy string
matching. Ideally, a programmer would be able to enter a highlevel description of a feature and the program would pause
when the feature is executed, which could be regarded as
“feature breakpoints”.
Sometimes we encountered a situation when multiple “Find
Next in Runtime” operations in a row pointed to the same
statement. This happened mainly in loops which contained the
searched string expressions in their body. Adding an option to
automatically skip such occurrences is an interesting future

work idea. Similarly, we could limit the search granularity by
pausing only at one occurrence during a method call.
Storing previous occurrences and thus enabling the “Find
Previous” operation could be useful too. Of course, the previous occurrences would be only static source code locations,
since storing runtime state would effectively mean building a
time-traveling debugger.
Searching only for String objects is limiting. Extension
to numeric values is a viable option. In many languages,
including Java, it is possible to convert an object to its string
representation using a method like toString(). This could
be used to perform a text search in various non-string objects.
In a small benchmark, the overhead of running instrumented
code without an active search was negligible after the startup (class-loading) period. Searching for a string incurred
and overhead of about 38%. Optimization and a thorough
performance evaluation are planned.
Finally, we plan to fully validate the approach using a
controlled experiment with human participants performing
software comprehension and maintenance tasks.
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